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ABSTRACT 

The transverse symbol of a vector-valued distribution supported on a submanifold is introduced 
and a micro-local vanishing theorem for spaces of such distributions invariant under a Lie group is 
proved. We give transparent proofs of results of Bruhat and Harish-Chandra on the irreducibility of 
parabolically or normally induced representations, and of Harish-Chandra in Whittaker theory. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Let X be a manifold and E a FrCchet space; then the E-distributions on X 
are the elements of the dual space CF(X : E)‘. More generally, if F is a 
vector bundle on X, the F 18 E-distributions are elements of the dual of 
CF(X : F 8 E). Motivated by applications to harmonic analysis on Lie groups 
we consider the following problem. Given a closed submanifold 0 of X, de- 
scribe the space of E-distributions on X with support contained in 0. In par- 
ticular, what can be said under the assumption of invariance of the distribu- 
tions with respect to a Lie group of diffeomorphisms of X. 

Initially we do not require invariance. To any such distribution T that is of 
transverse order 5 I on all of 0, we associate a globally defined F 8 E-dis- 
tribution o@)(T) that lives on 0 (in contrast to T which is only supported by 
0), F being the vector bundle which is the dual of the r-th graded transverse jet 
bundle MC’) of 0 embedded in X. Then C(~)(T) = 0 iff T has transverse order 
< I on 0. If 0 is a point, then T is a differential expression at that point, and 
c@)(T) can be identified canonically with the symbol of the differential ex- 
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pression. For this (and other) reasons we like to think of a(‘)(T) as the trans- 
verse symbol of T. We have not developed a general theory of this transverse 
symbol. 

Suppose now that 0 is invariant under a Lie group H’ of diffeomorphisms of 
X, and that H’ also acts on E through a differentiable linear representation ,K 
Now the description of the space of H/-invariant E-distributions on X sup- 
ported by 0 is an important issue. If T is invariant under H’, then so is a(‘)(T); 
in this manner the study of H/-invariant E-distributions supported by 0 is re- 
duced to the study of H’-invariant F 8 E-distributions that live on 0. With a 
view to applications to harmonic analysis we are especially concerned with 
obtaining a sufficient condition for ensuring that there are no nonzero E-dis- 
tributions supported by 0 invariant under H’. For any H’-homogeneous vector 
bundle F over 0 of finite rank and under some extra assumption, we are then 
able to use our method of transverse symbols to give the following criterion: in 
order that 0 is the only H/-invariant E-distribution supported by 0, it is suffi- 
cient that there be some y E 0 satisfying 

(1.1) (F; @I A; @ E’)Hi = 0. 

Here A is the line bundle of densities on the H/-orbit of y, while ’ denotes the 
dual space, and Hi the subspace of invariants under the stabilizer in H’ of y. 
The point is that the transverse symbol o@)(T) (I E Z>O) of an H/-invariant 
E-distribution T on X of transverse order I supported by 0, is an H’-invariant 
F 18 E-distribution living on 0; and its structure can be essentially reduced to 
its structure on a manifold A4 c 0 transverse to H' . y at y. It is this that leads 
to the above powerful microlocal criterion for the vanishing of T. 

The problem of determining vector-valued distributions invariant under a 
Lie group was first encountered by Bruhat [B], in his study of the irreducibility 
of induced representations of Lie groups. He was able to treat the case when the 
group in question had at most countably many orbits; by an induction on di- 
mension this problem was reduced to the case of a single orbit, the distributions 
being supported by the orbit. Bruhat’s method was later taken up by Harish- 
Chandra [Ha51 in the 1970’s in his work on the irreducibility of representations 
induced from an arbitrary parabolic subgroup P of a semisimple Lie group G 
(unlike Bruhat who was concerned only with minimal such P). Later, in the 
years 1971-82 in his work on the spectral theory of Whittaker functions, 
Harish-Chandra [Ha41 developed a variant of Bruhat’s method to prove the 
basic vanishing theorem that served as a foundation for his work. We say var- 
iant because the space of orbits in this case has positive dimension. The calcu- 
lations of Bruhat and Harish-Chandra are quite involved, and in the Whittaker 
context Harish-Chandra’s computations are even less transparent. This is be- 
cause of two reasons: (a) neither Bruhat nor Harish-Chandra introduce an in- 
variant object like the transverse symbol and so their calculations are always 
local in a problem which is best treated from a global point of view; (b) the 
Whittaker situation is complicated further by the appearance of moduli for the 
orbits. 
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Our approach to these results, based on the invariantly defined transverse 
symbol, makes the computation entirely transparent. This is the reason we have 
included these applications. 

Bruhat’s work is of course part of the literature. But Harish-Chandra’s pa- 
pers are still unpublished. Regarding the irreducibility of parabolically induced 
representations, Harish-Chandra’s manuscript goes back to the 1970’s and the 
results are apparently known to many. In any case, in his reply to an enquiry 
from G. van Dijk, Harish-Chandra gave a precise formulation of his theorem 
[Ha6]. As far as the Whittaker theory is concerned, Harish-Chandra’s results 
are contained in the manuscript [Ha41 that was presented in the AMS con- 
ference at Toronto in 1982. He was actually unable to attend this meeting in 
person and his address was read for him by Varadarajan. It was during ex- 
tended conversations with Harish-Chandra prior to this conference that V. had 
the opportunity to discuss the vanishing theorem and Harish-Chandra’s proof 
of it. It should be clear from this that the results in the applications are clearly 
those of Harish-Chandra and that we are only presenting an approach that has 
some novel features. 

Returning to our results, the simplest situation is when H’ is transitive on 0. 
However this is not adequate for all applications. If there are at most a coun- 
table number of H’-orbits in 0, one can obtain a natural filtration on 0 based 
on the dimension of these orbits which induces a filtration on the space of in- 
variant distributions, and for many purposes one can come down to the case of 
a single orbit. There are however situations when H’\O has positive dimension 
and this method will not apply; this is the case of Harish-Chandra’s vanishing 
theorem in his Whittaker theory. To handle such cases we shall suppose that we 
are in one of the two following situations: 

(i) H’ is transitive on 0; we shall generally write H for H’. 

(ii) H’ is not transitive on 0 but is a closed normal subgroup of a Lie group 
H of diffeomorphisms of X which leaves 0 invariant and is transitive on it. In 
this case we shall also suppose that the representation p of H’ on E extends to a 
differentiable representation of H on E, also denoted by p. 

In the case when H’\O is at most countable, when it becomes a question of 
treating the orbits one by one, the criterion (1.1) goes back to Bruhat [B]; here 
X = G and H’ = P x P with P a minimal parabolic subgroup of G, while P x P 

acts on G as usual from left and right. This approach was taken up later by 
Harish-Chandra to treat the case when P is no longer minimal. In the inductive 
arguments of Bruhat and Harish-Chandra the key step is to treat the case 
H’ = H. Here the space of H-invariant F @ E-distributions living on 0 can be 
described completely. This allows us to give a more transparent treatment of 
the irreducibility of the representations of a semisimple Lie group that are in- 
duced from representations of parabolic subgroups. The irreducibility when the 
parabolic subgroup is cuspidal but not necessarily minimal has been treated by 
different methods by Harish-Chandra [Ha3, 0411, and by Speh and Vogan 
[S-V]. 
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When E is finite-dimensional we can prove (1.1) (now for all y E 0) without 
the extra assumption that the representation fi of H’ in E has an extension to 
H. In this case the analysis goes a little farther; and we have included it because 
we use it in giving an alternative treatment of Bruhat’s work on representations 
induced from a normal subgroup and also because it may have further appli- 
cations. 

We thank the organizers of the Oberwolfach meeting ‘Harmonische Analyse 
und Darstellungstheorie topologischer Gruppen’ 1994 for giving V. an oppor- 
tunity to present these results. V. would also like to thank the authorities of 
UCLA for making available to him travel funds for the conference. 

2. TRANSVERSE SYMBOLS OF E-DISTRIBUTIONS 

E-distributions. Let X be a C” manifold of dimension n. We write P(X), and 
CT(X), for the topological linear spaces of the C” functions on X, and those 
with compact support, respectively, with their usual topologies. Further we 
denote by Diff “‘(X) the C”(X)-module of C” differential operators on X of 
order 5 r E Z>O. 

Let E be a Frechet space over C, and let E’ be its dual space provided with 
the strong dual topology, that is, the topology of uniform convergence on 
bounded subsets of E. We write P(X : E), and CT(X : E), for the topological 
linear spaces of the C” mappings from X to E, and those with compact sup- 
port, respectively. The topology on these spaces is defined in a similar fashion 
as for P(X), and CF(X), respectively. If Ei (i = 1,2) are Frechet spaces, the 
completions of the usual structures of topological tensor product on El 63 E2 all 
coincide; and we shall write El 53 E2 for the resulting complete topological lin- 
ear space (cf. [G]). 

The algebraic tensor product CT(X) @ E is canonically identified with a 
linear subspace of CF(X : E) via f @ e ++(x~f(x)e),forf~Cp(X),e~E 
and x E X. [G] has introduced a locally convex topology on C:(X) 18 E such 
that this map extends to its completion, denoted by C?(X) $3 E, defining an 
algebraic and topological isomorphism with Cr (X : E) 

(2.1) Cp(X : E) 21 C:(X) $3 E. 

An E-distribution on X is an element of the topological linear space 

(2.2) D’(X : E) := Cr(X : E)’ N (CT(X) GE)‘, 

consisting of the continuous linear forms on CT (X : E); and this dual space is 
provided with the strong dual topology. 

We write Lin(C,“(X) : E’) for the linear space of the E’-valued distributions 
on X, i.e., T E Lin(CF(X) : E’) iff T : CT(X) + E’ is continuous linear. Also 
Lin(Cy(X) : E’) is considered with the strong dual topology. 

An E-distribution T defines canonically an E/-valued distribution F on X, 
that is, we have a canonical isomorphism 

T e, F : D’(X: E) +-+ Lin(Cy(X) : E’). 
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In fact, if T E D’(X : E) and f E C:(X), then p(f) E E' is well-defined by 

(F(f),4 = (T,f@ee), f or all e E E. Conversely, given p E Lin(Cr(X) : E’), 

we have the bilinear mapping 

(f,e) H (?(f),e) : CT(X) x E + C. 

Obviously this map is separately continuous, and therefore (cf. (2.1)) it defines a 
continuous linear form: T : CF(X : E) --+ C. That is, T E D’(X : E). 

Let r E Z>O. An E-distribution T E D’(X : E) is said to be of order 5 I if for 
every compact set K c X there exist a constant c > 0, a finite number of ele- 
ments, say Dt, . . . , D,, in Diff (“(X), and a continuous seminorm u on E such 
that, for all f E Cy(K : E) 

I(T,f )I 5 c 1 <Fcm zft 44f (x)). 

We write D’@)(X : E) for the linear subspace of D’(X : E) consisting of ele- 
ments of order 5 r. Similar to the scalar case (cf. [S, 8 111.61) it can be shown that 
every E-distribution on X is of finite order over every relatively compact open 
subset of X. If T E D’(r)(X : E), then we have (T, f) = 0, if f E CF(X : E) 

satisfies 

(2.3) Vf (x) = 0 (V E Diff (“(X) x E supp(T)). , 

For a proof, see [Ho, Theorem 2.3.31. 

Transverse order of an E-distribution. Suppose that 0 is a closed Cm sub- 
manifold that is regularly embedded in X and has dimension q; we set II = p + q. 
We write 2$,(X : E) for the distributions in ZY(X : E) with support contained 
in 0. If x E 0, we can select an open neighborhood U of x in X and local co- 
ordinates(t:u)=(t’,..., tP:u’,...,~q)onUsuchthat 

(2.4) 0 n u = {(t : 24) 1 t1 = . . . = tP = 0). 

Mimicking (2.3) we say that T E D’(X : E) has transverse order 5 I E Z>,-, at 
x E 0, if the following holds. There exists an open neighborhood U of xm X 
such that 

(2.5) 
1 

(T,f) = 0, if f E Cr(U : E) satisfies Vf 10”~ = 0, 

for all V E Diff (r)( U). 

If T satisfies this definition, then the transverse order of T is < rat all points of 
0 in a suitable neighborhood of X. Let ?Y$“(X : E) be the linear subspace of 
elements in D’(X : E) which have transverse order 2 r at all points of 0. Note 
that supp(T) c 0, for T E D$“(X : E); and this ‘ustifies the notation. We say 
that T lives on 0 if T belongs to D’(O : E) := DL”(X : E). This is the same as ! 

saying that (T, f) = 0, if f E Cr (X : E) satisfies f 10 = 0. In this case there 
exists a unique distribution r on 0 such that (T,f) = (7, f lo), for all f E 
Cy(X : E); and often T is identified with 7. Note that T E D$‘(X : E) if 
T E D’(‘)(X: E) and supp(T) c 0. 
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We shall now make a more refined study of Z$,@‘(X : E). This space of 
E-distributions arises naturally if 0 is compact, or if we have a Lie group H 
consisting of diffeomorphisms of X all of which leave 0 invariant and act 
transitively on 0 and if we study distributions invariant with respect to the in- 
duced action of (a closed subgroup of) H. 

Transverse jet bundle. For our purposes it is convenient to define MC’), the r-th 
graded subspace of the transverse jet bundle over 0, for r E Z>O, as a locally 
free sheaf, or what amounts to the same, as a vector bundle over 0. 

For any x E 0, let D, be the algebra of germs of C” functions defined around 
x, and Diff:) the D,-module of germs of differential operators of order 5 r 
defined around x. Let I’:’ be the D,-submodule of Diffi) generated by germs 
of r-tuples (vi . . . w, 

) 
of vector fields around x for which at least one of the 2/i is 

tangent to 0; let Z,‘) = Diffz- ‘) + V$‘. 
easy to see that I,“’ 

Choosing local coordinates at x it is 
actually is the stalk at x of a subsheaf I(‘) of the sheaf Diff (‘I 

of differential operators of order 5 r on X. Hence we have a well-defined quo- 
tient sheaf 

(2.6) MC’) = Diff(‘)/Z(‘), 

with stalk at x equal to M$) = Diff$)/Z,(3. We write 8 H 8 for the pro- 
jection: Difft) --+ Mi). Since Diffz) and I,(‘) both are D,-modules, A&) 
also has the structure of a D,-module, and the projection is a mapping of 
D,-modules. 

If we take local coordinates (t : u) at x satisfying (2.4), it is easy to show that - 
the elements ap (Icy1 = ) f I orm a free basis for the sections of MC’) around x. 
Thus MC’) is a vector bundle over 0 of finite rank. This is the so-called r-th 
graded part of the transverse jet bundle on 0. We have that MC’) is the r-th 
symmetric power of MC’). We write M(‘r for the bundle dual to MC’). 

Transverse symbols. We now define the transverse symbol D(T) of an E-dis- 
tribution T supported by 0, as an A4 @I’ t% E-distribution living on 0. In view of 
the isomorphism MC’) 8 (C,“(O) 63 E)’ N (C,“( 0) 53 (MC’)’ @ E))’ it follows 
from (2.2) that 

(2.7) MC’) @ D’(O : E) 21 D’(0 : Ad’) @I!?). 

If X = R” and E = C, we have the following result for T E D$r’(X : E) (cf. [S, 
Theorem XXXVII]). For each x E 0 there exist a neighborhood U of x as in 
(2.4) and uniquely determined distributions 7, E D’(0 : E) with Ial 5 I, such 
that on U we have 

(2.8) T = ,& (-l)‘“‘~a;. 

The proof can be carried over directly to the present situation, with R” replaced 
byXandCbyE. 

We shall prove that the map T H Cl,,_, 8: @ T,, which assigns to T the 
top-order part of its representation in (2.8), in fact is coordinate-independent, 
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although the TV in D’(0 : E) as well as the 8p depend on the choice of the co- 
ordinates (t : u). 

Theorem 2.1. For any T E D$r’(X : E) there is a o(T) = o(‘)(T) E 
V’(0 : M(‘)’ BE) with thefollowingproperty. If Tis as in (2.8), then 

o(T) = c a; 8.7,. 
IL11=r 

The element o(T) is uniquely determined by this requirement. The map 

o : Z$“(X : E) -+ V’(0 : M(‘)’ @E) 

is injective modulo the linear subspace Do ‘@- ‘) X . E) and is independent of the ( . 

choice of local coordinate systems. 

Proof. Let U be a neighborhood of x as in (2.4). It is a question of proving that 
a different representation of T and o(T) leads to the same result when tested 
against an arbitrary s E r,“( U : Id’) 8 E). The proof is completely elemen- 
tary and is omitted. •I 

3. INVARIANT DISTRIBUTIONS 

H/-actions. Let H be a Lie group. As usual we denote the left and right action 
of H on itself by 

l(h’)h = h’h, r(h’)h = hh’-’ (h’,h E H). 

Now suppose that H is a Lie group of C” diffeomorphisms of X all of which 
leave 0 invariant. We assume 

H acts transitively on 0, 

and we write (h, y) H h. y for the action. For any x E 0, we denote by H, the 
stabilizer in H of x. Since 0 is regularly embedded in X, we have the 
diffeomorphism 0 N H/H,. Let H’ c H be a closed subgroup. 

We suppose that the FrCchet space E carries a differentiable representation ,D 
of H’, denoted by (h’,e) H ,B(h’)e : H’ x E + E. We then have a representa- 
tion of H’ in the dual space E’ provided with the strong dual topology, viz., 
(h’,e’) H ‘P(h’-‘)e’ =: ,t3*(h’)e’ : H’ x E’ + E’. According to [B, Proposi- 
tion 2.41, (P*,E’) is a differentiable representation of H’. 

Since H’ acts on X as well as in E, we have an induced action of H’ in 
CF(X : E), viz., (h’.f)(h’. x) = p(h’)f(x). In other words, 

h' . f = P(h’) o l(h’)f (h’ E H’, f E CF(X : E)). 

Via (h’ . T, h’ .f) = (T, f) this leads to an induced action of H’ in D’(X : E). 
We say that T E D’(X : E) is H’-invariant if h’ . T = T, for all h’ E H’; and we 
write 

D’(X : qH’, D&Y : qH’, and 23$)(X : E)n’ (r E Z>O), 
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for the linear subspace in D’(X : E) of H/-invariant E-distributions on X, those 
with support in 0, and those of transverse order 5 T on all of 0, respectively. 
These are the spaces of our main interest. 

In addition to this, we assume that we are given an H-homogeneous C” 
vector bundle F over 0 of finite rank m. In applications we shall have 
F = M(‘)‘. We denote the action of H on F by CY. Then CY induces an action of H, 
also denoted by Q, on the space of sections of F over open sets U in 0 

o(h) : F( U : F) + F(h. U : F), FCoo( U : F) + rCm(h. U : F). 

The Frechet sheaf F ~3 E over 0 now acquires in a natural fashion the structure 
of an H/-module for the action (Y 1~’ @ p of H’; if U c 0 is an H/-invariant 
open set 

(3.1) h’.t=(cr@Q)(h’)ol(h’)t (tEQU:F@E)). 

We write D’( U : F @ #’ for the linear subspace of H/-invariant F @I E-dis- 
tributions defined on U. The global nature of c(‘)(T) and its uniqueness guar- 
antee that a(‘)(T) inherits all the invariance properties of T: 

Lemma 3.1. Let Y c X be open and H’-invariant, and U = Y n 0. Then U is 
closed in Y, and we have, in the notation of Theorem 2.1, 

cc’) : ?$‘( Y : E)H’ 4 D’( U : id’) @ E)H’ (I E &). 

We now begin the study of D’( U : F @ E)H’. Consider the sheaf F @I E over 0. 
Let x E 0 be an arbitrary but fixed point, and introduce 

rr:H+O given by hHh.x. 

We set IV0 = FX 18 E, and we let W be the trivial bundle over H whose fibers are 
isomorphic to WO, thus 

W=HX W~=HX(F,QQE). 

We shall introduce the structure of an H’ x H,-module in the space of sections 
of W. Let U be an HI-invariant open set in 0 and let V = r-‘(U) c H. Then V 
is left H’-invariant and right H,-invariant. Observe that F, if not an H/-module 
in a natural fashion, whereas E is. Therefore we define the structure of an 
H/-module in the space of sections of W over V by 

(3.2) (h’.s)(h) = (id@P)(h’)s(h’-‘h) (h’ E H’, s E r,oO(V: W), h E H). 

Recall that F is an H-module for the action cr. Hence WO is an H,-module for 
the action given by (Y [H, @ id Let 

(3.3) 6H, = Idet(Ad lb,)1 : I-r, + R,o. 

Since V is a right H,-invariant open set in H, the space of sections of W over V 
acquires the structure of an H,-module for the action R by setting 

(3.4) (NJ)s)(h) = (a @ id)(0@0 (t E H,, s E r,o”(V : WI>. 
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Since the actions of H’ and of H, in W commute, we have an H’ x H,-module. 

Lifting F 8 E-distributions on H/Hx to F, 18 E-distributions on H. Let nota- 
tion be as above. Our aim is to prove the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.2. There exists an injective continuous mapping of H’-modules 

jj:D’(U:F&!?+D’(V: W), 

linear over C”(O) zz Cw(H)nx , satisfying ~H,([)-~R(<) o # = #, for c E H,, and 
supp(#r) c C’(supp(r)). Znparticular, zf~ E V’( U : F 18 E)H’, we have 

(3.5) h’. (#T) = bnJJ)-‘R(<)(#r) = #r (h’ E H’, c E H,). 

This result will follow by duality from the following 

Proposition 3.3. There exists a surjective continuous mapping of HI-modules 

b : ~,O”(V: W) + l-,O”(U: F@E), 

linear over P’(O) z C”(H)n” , satisfying b o ~H~(E)-‘R([) = b, for < E H,, and 

supp(bs) c ~~uPP(s)). 

Theorem 3.2 is immediate from Proposition 3.3, if we define 

(#~,s)=(~,bs) (TED’(U:F@E),SEI’,OO(V: W)). 

We shall now proceed to the proof of Proposition 3.3. This requires a little 
preparation. We shall define b as b1 o bl where bl and bz are defined as follows. 
For any open set V in H with 

(3.6) I’= H’VH,, 

consider r( V : W)*“, the linear subspace of elements in r( V : W) that are in- 
variant under the action of H, 

(3.7) s E r(V : W)Hx M s(h) = (0 18 id)(<)s(hf) (h E H, [ E H,). 

Since the actions of H’ and H, on r( V : W) commute, r( V : W)“” inherits the 
structure of an H’-module. 

Lemma 3.4. For every HI-invariant open set U in 0 and V = r-l(U), we have a 
topological isomorphism of H’-modules 

bz:P=(V: W)H”+P(U:F@E). 

Proof. If y E U is arbitrary, there exists h E H such that h . x = y. Now define, 
for s E Z(V : W)Hx 

(bu)( y) = (a @J id)(h)s(h) E (a 8 id)(h)(FX 8 E) = I;; @I E. 

The definition of (bg) ( y) is independent of the choice of h E H satisfying 
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h . x = y; this is immediate from (3.7). Thus bzs E P( U : F @ E) is well-defined. 
Conversely, for t E T( U : F @ E) and h E H, we have t(h . x) E Fh x @ E; and 
so we obtain 

s(h) := (a @I id)(h-‘) t(h . x) E F, 8 E. 

We then have, for < E H,, that s(h[) = (a @ id)([-‘)s(h); and according to (3.7) 
that proves s E r( V : W)Hx. Moreover bzs = t, and therefore bZ : T( V : W)Hx + 

r( U : F @ E) is a linear isomorphism. 
One verifies easily that bz is a mapping of H’-modules. That bZ is smooth and 

continuous is essentially a local result which can be proved by standard argu- 
ments. 0 

We define rz( Y : W)Hx as the H’-submodule of sections in rca( V : W)Hx 

which have a support in V c H that is compact modulo H,. Then we have the 
induced topological isomorphism of H’-modules 

b:! : rc;( V : W)Hx + Fcoo( U : F 8 E) with r(supp(s)) = supp(bzs). 

Next we select a left invariant Haar measure dlv on H,, and we define the 
mapping (cf. (3.4)) 

Lemma 3.5. The map bl is a surjective continuous mapping of HI-modules 

bl : r,oo(V : W) -+ q$(v : MJ’)~,, 

satisfying bl 0 bH,(<)-‘R([) = bl, for c E H,, and supp(bis) c supp(s)H,. 

Proof. We have, for < E H, 

R(t) 0 bl = J R(Jq)drq = bl; 
HX 

and therefore bl s E rc: (V : W) Hx. Obviously bl is a mapping of H’-modules, 
since the actions of H’ and of Hx in W commute. In view of (3.4) we obtain, for 

E E H, 

bi o bHx(t)-‘R(<) = bH,(<)-l j- NvW/v = .f R(Wrv = h. 
HX HX 

Here we have used the following transformation formula for integrals, valid for 
4 E CF(H,) and [ E H, (cf. (3.3)) 

Finally we construct a continuous right inverse for bi, this will show that bl is 
surjective. Using C” partitions of unity on H, we see that it is sufficient to do so 
on open sets V in H that are sufficiently small. So we may assume that I/ = 
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Ye = r-l (Ue), where UO c 0 has a C” cross section 6,: Ue + H. Then we have 
a C” diffeomorphism 

(3.9) U. x H, -+ VO given by (vlr) ++ O(Y)& 

Next we select q5 E CF (H,) such that JH, 4(n) 4 n = 1. Given S’ E rg ( VO : W)H”, 
we now define s E r,O”(Vo : W) by s(e(y)<) = (o @ id)(f-‘)s’(8(y))$(<). Then 
it is an easy verification that (bl s) (O( y) 5) = s’(f?( y) t). This proves that bl is 
surjective locally. 0 

Proposition 3.3 is now immediate if we define 

b=bZob,:r,OO(V:W)~r~~~(V:W) HX+rCm(U:F@E). 

Indeed, b is a surjective continuous mapping of H’-modules satisfying 

b = b 0 bd+R(t) (t E Hx), 
supp(b.9 c ~SUPP 4s) c (supp(s)Hx) = ~SUPP(S)). 

H’hwariant distributions. Let V = H’V be open in H and let C E D’( V : W)H’. 

We can write V as a union of sets VM = H’M where A4 is a C” manifold in H 
with 

It is our intention to study the structure of C on the V. c V. We have a 
well-defined projection mapping onto the first factor y : VM 4 H’. Next 
we extend the action /? of H’ in E to the mapping ,& of V, into 
CL(E) given by @M = PO?. For every h’ E H’ and h E VM, we have 
h’- ‘y(h) = y(h’- ‘h); and therefore P(h’-l)&(h) = &(h’-‘h). Hence 

(id @ @M)(h) = (id @ P(h’))(id @ P&h’-‘h)), and so we have, for h’ E H’ and 
s E rcM( VM : W) (cf. (3.2)) 

(3.10) (id@&)(l(h’)s) = (id@p)(h’)I(h’)((id@,BM)s) = h’.((id@pM)s). 

Lemma 3.6. To each < E V’( V, : W)H’ there corresponds a unique w E 
D’(M : W) such that, for all s E rCm( VM : W) 

(3.11) (<,s) = (wm, J (id@P)(h’-‘)s(h’m)drh’). 
H’ 

In particular supp( c) = H’ . supp(w). 

Proof. First we introduce 8 E D’( VM : W) by 

(3.12) (0,s) = (<,(id@&)S) (S E F,OO(VM : W)). 

From (3.10) we obtain, for h’ E H’ 

(e,r(h’)s) = (C,h’-((km,&f>~)) = (4s). 
Thus 

(3.13) l(h’)LJ = 0 (h’ E H’). 
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For the moment we fix w E rF(M : W). Then, for every 1J, E Cr(H’), we have 
$8 w E r,oO( V, : W), given by (y9 @ w)(hlm) = $(h’) ~(111). Notice_ that 
l(h’)(lC, @ w) = l(h’)lC, 69 w. Now consider 13 E D’(H’) given by (Q,$J) = 
(0, $J 8 w). In view of (3.13) we get 

(U(h’)$) = (8, r(h’)($@ w)) = (e,$) (h’ E H’). 

That is, 6 is a left H’-invariant distribution on H’. Therefore it is a left Haar 
measure on H’. More precisely, there exists a uniquely determined constant 
w(w) E C such that 

(0, ti 8 W) = W(W) d ti(hl) dl ht. 

From the uniqueness of w(w) we get that w H w(w) : rcm(A4 : W) + C is lin- 
ear; and by choosing $J E Cr (H') satisfying J,, $(h’)dlh’ = 1, we obtain the 
continuous linear mapping w H 1c, @ w H (0,1c, @ w) = W(W). Therefore w E 
D’(A4 : W), and we can write 

(e,tiBw) = (urn, s (~c,g~)(h’m)d~h’). 
H’ 

Since Cr(H’) @ rp(M : W) is dense in r,oO( I& : W), we have obtained 

(3.14) (e,s) = lwm, J ~(hh)d~h’) (.Y E rp(vM : w)). 
H’ 

Combining (3.12) and (3.14), we find (3.11). q 

We now take up invariance under right H,-action. From now on we assume 

H’ c H is a normal closed subgroup. 

For any x E 0, we set 

H:=H’nH,. 

Then H: is a normal closed subgroup in H,, and it is the stabilizer subgroup in 
H’ of x. The relation 

h’mc = h’(m<m-‘)m (m E M, < E H$ 

shows that VM Hi = VM and so the behaviour of C under the right action of at 
least Hi can be studied without leaving I$. For any x, y E 0, there exists h E H 

withy=h.x,andthereforeH,=hH,h-‘;andsowegetH,’=H’nhH,h-‘= 
h(H’n H,.)h-’ = hH:h-‘. That is, all the stabilizer subgroups Hi in H’ of 
points y E 0, are conjugate by elements of H. We introduce the homomorphism 

(3.15) xx:H;+R by x,(r) = a = 6HH’(<) 
s&t) aHx(‘t) ’ 

since 6~; = 6HX 1~; because of the nOrIdity of Hi in H,. Moreover, for any 
m E M, we define the action ,P of H’ in Em := E by 

p”(h’) = /?(h”@) (h’ E H’). 
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Lemma 3.1. Suppose f_ E D’( VM : W)H’ satisjes 6~~ (5)-l R(t) C = C, for all 5 E 

Hi. Let w E V’(M : W) be as in thepreceding lemma, then it satisjies, for all w E 
rT(M: W)and<EHi 

(3.16) (w, w) = (wm,xx(<)(~ @ P”)(Ow(m)). 

Proof. ForsEr,OO(V: W)and<EHi 

(3.17) (<,s) = (W,,~H,(~)-‘(o @ id)(<) s (id ~~)(h’-‘)s(h’mJ)Bh’). 
H’ 

We have, for h’ E H’, m E M, t E Hi, that h’mc = h’<“‘m, with <“’ = m<m-’ E 

H’. In view of the analogue of (3.8) for H’ we now obtain 

( 

J (id@ P)(h’-‘)s(h’m<)d,h’ 

(3.18) H’ 
= sHt(tm)(id @ P)(em) 1 (id @ P)(h’-‘)s(h’m)d,h’. 

Combining (3.11), (3.17) and (3.18) we see, for all [ f Hi 

(3.19) 

(wm,,S (id @ P)(h’-‘)s(h’m)dlh’) 

ZZ (wm, s (o(l) B P(Y)) i, (id 8 P)(h’-‘)s(h’m)dlh’). 
x 

Since lj’ is normalized by Ad nz, for m E 44, we obtain (cf. (3.3)) 

bH’(tm) = Idet(Ad m<m-’ Idi = IdeWd t jd = bH’(<b 

In view of (3.15) we now have 

Nowapply(3.19) withsErF oftheforms(h’m)=(id@@(h’)$(h’)w(m), 
with T/J E CF(H’) satisfying s,, $(h’)dlh’ = 1, and w E rcm(M : W). We then 
obtain (3.16). q 

Three special cases. In order to analyze condition (3.16) on w E D’(M : W), we 
shall treat three cases separately: 

(i) The representation p of H’ in E extends to a representation of H in E. 

(ii) H’ = H (this actually is a special case of(i)). 
(iii) dim E < 00. 

Case (i) The representation p of H’ in E extends to a representation of H in E. 
Wedenote theactionofH inE also byP.Thenweget ,P(h’)=P(m)P(h’)p(m-‘), 
for m E M and h’ E H’. Thus (3.16) takes the form, if we write /3-‘)(m) = 

P(m-‘) 

(w, 4 = (w, xX(t>W @ S>(a @ PNJW @ PC-“>w> (6 E HL). 
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If we now define p E D’(M : W) by 

(3.20) (PA = (w, (id @P)wj, 

we obtain 

(3.21) (~4 = ~~~~m~~w804 (t E ~0 

Next we identify 

w E r,m(M: W) with w@l EqM: W)@Cc,, 

wEv’(M: W) with w@l ED’(M: w>EK;, 

where C,, and C:, denote the one-dimensional Hj-module C determined by 
the character xX, and xi = x;’ resp., of HL. Then (3.21) gives 

(3.22) (a* BP* B X:~P = CL (5 E H;). 

Because of (2.2) we have the canonical isomorphism D’(M : W) N D’(M) 63 
(FX 8 E)‘, and therefore 

,LL E D’(M) % (i;: 8 E’ @ C;) N D’(M : (FL @E’ @ C;)‘). 

Notice that in condition (3.22) no action of Hi on the base space M is involved, 
therefore we find, using (3.11) and (3.20) the following 

Proposition 3.8. Suppose H’ c H is normal and the action /3 of H’ in E extends to 

a continuous representation p of H in E. Let r E D’(U : F @ E)H1 and let VM c 
V = r-‘(U). Then there exists a unique 

p E D’(M : ((F; BE’ @ C;)H$‘) 

suchthat#7=(id~p*)(drh’~‘),thatis,foreverysEr,OO(V~: W) 

(#~,s) = (pm,; (id@Pp)((h’m)-‘)s(h’m)dlh’). 

In particular, suppVM (#r) c H’ supp( ,u). 

Theorem 3.9. Suppose H’ c H is normal and ,0 extends to a continuous repre- 
sentation of H in E. Then, for all HI-invariant open sets U c 0, 

(F; @ E’ @ C;)Hi = (0) * V’( U : F @ E)H’ = (0). 

Proof. This is immediate from the preceding proposition. 0 

The condition in Theorem 3.9 is independent of the choice of the point x E 0. 
In fact, we have, for y = h. x with h E H, v E Hy’, < = h-‘qh 

b:(F) = PetfAd h-‘vh Ig)I = PetfAd rl \A~QJ)I = /det(Ad~ ]$I 

= SH; (7). 
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Similarly we get c?H,(<) = SH,(n), using that H’ is normal in H; and therefore 
x,,(n) = xX(<). The independence remarked above follows from 

Lemma 3.10. Suppose that H acts on E through p. Then there exists a linear iso- 
morphism, for every x, y E 0 

I, := (FL @J E’ 8 CL)“: 2 ZY := (F; @Et @ Cl)“;. 

Proof. Select h E H such that y = h . x. Then a*(h) : Fi + Fy’ is a linear iso- 
morphism, and by assumption P*(h) : E’ + E’ is a linear isomorphism as well. 
Hence we have the linear isomorphism y = (CY* @ /3* CZJ id)(h) 

(3.23) y:F;@EE’@C+F;@EE’@$. 

It is easily checked that the mapping in (3.23) induces a linear isomorphism: 

z,+zy. 0 

Case (ii) H’ = H. A special case of the results above occurs if H’ = H. Then 
A4 = {l}, and from Proposition 3.8 we obtain, for r E ZY(O : F @ E)H 

(#T, + 8 4 = (P, 4 5 $(h)dlh ($J E c:(H), w E F, 8 E). 

Moreover we may consider p as a vector (instead of a distribution) in a fixed 
vector space, viz. 

/L E (FL @ Et@ CL)“‘. 

In this case we have the following complete description of LV’(O : F 8 E)H. 

Theorem 3.11. Suppose H = H’. Then, for every r E D’(0 : F 8 E)H, there 
exists a unique p E (Fi @ E’ 18 C:)Hx such that #T = dl h 18 p. 

We drop the condition of /3 being extendable to H, and we return to the 
problem of analyzing condition (3.16) on w E U(M : W). We set 

(3.24) 4(m) := id - xX(C)((u @ pm)(<) E End(Wo), 

and we write condition (3.16) as 

(3.25) (w,LCw) = 0 ([E Hi, w E ry(M: W)). 

Determining supp(w) c A4 from (3.25), obviously is tied up with finding the 
range of the linear operators Lc in IV0 = F, @ E; and therefore complications 
of a functional-analytic nature may arise. Hence we now assume that we are in 

Case (iii) dim E < 00. 

Lemma 3.12. rf dim E < 00, then supp(w) c {m E M 1 (FL @I (Em)’ 8 C:)Hi # 0}, 
and the latter set is closed. 
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Proof. First we shall establish 

(3.26) C 4(m) WO # WO ; 
CEH: 

here the latter set consists of the m E A4 such that linear span of the ranges of 
the Lc(m), for all c E H:, is different from Ws. Indeed, suppose ms E A4 satisfies 

C L&0> Wo = WO. 
EEH: 

Sincedim Wo<oo,thereare[iEH~,forlIils<co,with(C,<i<s Lfi(mO))WO= 

WO. But then 

L(m) := C Le,(m) E End( Wo) (m E M) 
l<i<s 

is invertible if m = ma, and therefore also if m varies in MO, an open neighbor- 
hood of mo in M. Now let y E CT(Mo) and w E P,?‘(M : W), and define w’ E 
rr(A4 : W) by w’(m) = r(m) L(m)-‘w(m). Th en we obtain from (3.25) that 0 = 
(w, Lw’) = (w, yw); and this implies w 1~~ = 0. Therefore ms 9 supp(w), and 
moreover a full neighborhood of mo in M is not contained in the RHS in (3.26). 
From (3.26) it follows that, for every m E supp(w), there exists 0 # X E W,,‘, 

such that X(Lc(m) WO) = 0, for all e E Hi; and so, in view of (3.24) 

0, w - xx(r-‘)(a 8 P”)(S-‘)w) = 0 (w E Wo, E E H;). 

Therefore X @ 1 = (cr’ @ (pm)” 8 x:)(,$(X @ l), for all 5 E HL. In other words 

0 # x @ 1 E (F; 8 (P) 8 c;)“:. 0 

Lemma 3.13. For every h’ E H’, there exists a linear isomorphism 

(F; BE’ @ C;)“: li (F;,,X @I E’ @I C;,.,)“~,-. 

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.10. •I 

We have obtained the following 

Support Theorem 3.14. Suppose dim E < 00. Then, for every r EV’( U : F@ E)H’, 

we have 

supp(r) c {y E U 1 (F; BE’ @ C;)“: # 0). 

Finally we can combine all three situations and prove the following: 

Vanishing Theorem 3.15. We assume that we are in one of the cases (i)- (iii) and 

also that, for ally E 0 and r E Z> 0 

(3.27) (AI(‘) BE’ @ C;)“; = (0). Y 

Then 
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z&(X : E)H’ = (0). 

If the action ,B of H’ in E extends to an action p of H in E, then it is suficient to 
require condition (3.27) f or a sing/e y f 0. Otherwise it is su&cient to require the 

condition for one representative y of every HI-orbit in 0. If E is a Hilbert space 
and the representation p is unitary, then condition (3.27) takes the form 

(3.28) (M(‘)’ I% E @ C,JH: = (0). Y 

Proof. If T E DL(X : E)H’ and T # 0, there exist x E 0 and r E Z>O such that 
T # 0 in arbitrary small neighborhoods of x and such that the transverse order 
of T at x is equal to r. We define 

U = {y E 0 1 transverse order of T at y is r}. 

Then U is an open neighborhood of x in 0 (see infra formula (2.5)) and U is 
H’-invariant since T is H/-invariant. We may write U = Y n 0 where Y is an 
H’-invariant open set in X; U is closed in Y. Now consider the restriction 
T(‘) = T 1 Y. Then Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 3.1 imply 

0 # ~(~1 := &)(T@)) E 2)‘(U : MC’)’ @ E)H’. 

Now we obtain a contradiction if we apply Theorem 3.9 or the Support Theo- 
rem 3.14 to r(‘). Cl 

Finally we identify in geometric terms the line bundle A over the H/-orbit 
O(x) of x in 0, formed by the one-dimensional Hi-modules C, determined by 
the characters x,,, for y E O(x). According to (3.15) we have 

Since O(y) 21 H’/H,‘, we have Ty O( y) 21 l$/l$. So a C” section y H s(y) of this 
bundle A has the following properties. Any diffeomorphism n E Hi induces an 
action in the fiber A,, = C, by means of (q. s)(q. y) = x,,(n)s( y), and therefore 

(n .s)(Y) = Idet(Ad rl l~~/r#(y) (Y E O(x)). 

Hence the section s transforms like a density on O(x). 

4. APPLICATIONS 

Application in Case (i): Whittaker theory. As mentioned in the introduction, in 
the years 1971-82 Harish-Chandra developed a complete theory of spectral 
decomposition of L2(G/&, x), the so-called Whittaker theory. Here G is a 
connected semisimple Lie group with finite center and NO is the unipotent rad- 
ical of a minimal parabolic subgroup, moreover x is a unitary character of NO 
which is regular (see below) and L’(G/No, x) is the space on which the repre- 
sentation of G induced by x acts. The entire theory was based on a rather re- 
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markable vanishing theorem on distributions on G. His proof of this theorem 
involves calculations that are hard to follow. We shall now present a more 
transparent proof that makes it a special case of the Vanishing Theorem 3.15. 
For another approach to the spectral theory of L2(G/&, x), see Wallach [W, 
Chapter 151. 

We now use the definitions and results in [Ha2, 6 3 and 61. In particular, G 
denotes a reductive Lie group. Fix a minimal p-pair (PO, Ae) in G, and let PO = 
MO& be the Langlands decomposition. Let x be a finite-dimensional repre- 
sentation of NO. Fix a p-pair (P, A) + (Pa, Ao) with P = MN, and put N = ON, 
where 0 is a Cartan involution of g as well as G. Note that NMiV is an open 
subset of G. We shall study distributions T on G that are left N-invariant and 
that transform according to x under the right action of NO; thus 

(4.1) I(n) T = T (n E N), r(no) T = x(no) T (no E No). 

We shall say that x is regular if none of the characters (= one-dimensional 
representations) of NO that occur in a composition series for x is identically 1 
on each simple root subgroup of NO. We shall give a new proof of the following 
known result. 

Theorem 4.1 [Harish-Chandra]. Suppose x is regular and Tis a distribution on G 
satisfying the conditions in (4.1). Then T = 0 lfT = 0 on the big Bruhat cell PNo. 

Using the composition series for x one comes down immediately to the case 
when x is one-dimensional. Let us therefore suppose this. In order to put the 
problem in the context of Case (i) in Section 3, we set 

X= G; H = P x NO, h = (p,no); H’ = N x No, h’ = (&no). 

N being normal in p, the closed subgroup H’ is normal in H; and actually H is 
a semidirect product of H’ and M. The action of H on X is given by 

(4.2) h .x = (p,no) . x = pxn;’ = l(p)r(no)x. 

We set 
E=C and p = id @ x. 

Notice that this action of H’ in E can be extended to an action, also denoted by 
p, of H in E. Moreover H’ acts in CF(X : E) = CT(G) by 

(%no) .f = x(no)Wr(no)f (f E C:(G)). 

The induced action of H’ in D’(X : E) = D’(G) therefore is given by 

(h’. T,f > = (T, x(ni’)W’)r(n;‘)f) = (x(n~‘)l(~)r(no)T,f ). 

Hence 

(n, no) . T = x(n;‘)l(fi)r(no) T (T E D’(G)). 

In particular (cf. (4.1)) 

T E D’(G)H’ _ l(fi)r(no)T = x(no)T ((fi,no) E A x NO). 
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According to the Bruhat decomposition the orbits 0 for the H-action on X are 
of the form (with X, E G a representative of s E tu(G/Ao)) 

0, = &iVr, (s E m(G/Ao)). 

We notice that the orbits for the H’-action on X are parametrized (re- 
dundantly) by the set M x ti(G/Ao), and this set does not satisfy Bruhat’s cri- 
terion of being at most countable. This is why we are bringing in the H-action. 

Computation of (MF) BE’ ~8 C’)Hb. According to the Vanishing Theorem 3.15 
it is sufficient to compute this spke for a single y E 0, and in view of the Bruhat 
decomposition we select y = x, with s E ti(G/Ao). 

In the cases that conjugation by x, is independent of the choice of x, as a 
representative of s E m(G/Ao), we write 

s * g = x,gx,‘, s.X=Adx,X (gEG,XEg). 

We have (p, no) E H, # pxsnil = x, u no = x,-‘pxs. Hence 

K=((PP -‘.P)IPEPns.No}, 6,={(x,s-‘.X)IXEpns.no}2:pns.n0, 

H; = {(n,s -‘-ii) /ii ENr%4)}, ~~={(x,s-‘~x)p E nns*no}NmS4tfO. 

Since H’ and Hi are connected unipotent groups, their respective modular 
functions are identically 1. Therefore the line bundle A is trivial, and in partic- 
ular we have that E @I A, N E. Also, because of the connectedness of Hi, it is 
sufficient to compute 

Homg, (E, Ad’)) N (Ad’) @ E’ 8 C’)Hf. s s s s 

Because px,no = x,(s -’ . p)no, it is immediate from (4.2) that 

T,Os = s-l. f~ + no = s-l. (f~ + s. no). 

We set 

n+ :=nns,no, n- := nfls.G. 

SinceBn-=nns.no,wehaven=nf$n-ands.no=n+~Bn-$(s.nonm). 
Therefore -fi + s - no = fj $ n+. Since g = b $ n = fi $ n+ n-, we 

Thus . n- is a transverse subspace of g with respect to If h’ = 

(FZ,S-‘AA) E H: and2 E n-, then 

d 
h’a (s-~. Z) = dt 1_o h’ a x, exp(ts-’ . Z) 

d 

dt r=o 
fix,(~,.~ exp tZ xs)(xs-lfixs)-l 

d - -1 

-z t=O 
xs(xselfi) exp tZ(n xs) = se1 . Ad ~2. 
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For ii E N n s. NO and 2 E n-, the vector Ad tiZ does not necessarily belong to 
n-. We denote by 

P-:g+n- the linear projection along fi @ n+. 

Then p-(Ad?iZ) E n-, for Z E n-. Hence the induced action of h’ = 
(ii, s-l . ti) E Z-I,‘, and of (X0,8-’ . X0) E $I, on the transverse subspace s-l . n- is 
given by 

s-‘.ZHS-‘(p-oAdfi)Z, and 

s-l. Z H s-l. (p-o ad Xo)Z, resp. 

In order to simplify our notation, we make some identifications. We shall write 

l$ N ftns.no. 

Since H’ acts in E through p = id 8 x, we have ,O(iI, s-l . ii) = x(s-’ . ii); and 
thus X0 E bi acts in E as 

dX’(X0) = dx(s-‘. X0). 

Here dx denotes the infinitesimal character of X acting in E. Further we iden- 
tify ML’), the space of first-order differential operators at x, in directions 
transversal to T, U,, with n-, thus 

M(l) N n- s 7 hence MI’) 21 S(‘)(n-) (r E Zzo). 

Then the induced action of X0 E hi in MI’) is through the map r>(Xo) acting in 
n- that is given by 

D(Xo) := p-o ad X0. 

Since MC’) is the r-th symmetric power of M @I, it follows that the induced ac- 
tion of X0 in Mk) is the restriction to Mj’) of the derivation of s(n) that ex- 
tends D(Xo), denoted again by D(X0). We have obtained the following 

Lemma 4.2. Homh,(E M!)) N Homtios.no(dX’, s(‘)(n)). Here s ’ 

dX’(Xo) = dX(s-’ . X0) (X0 E ii n s. no). 

Since n- is an @-module, s(n) also is an ao-module; and ae acts semisimply 
on ,!$(n-) preserving the gradation. For v E a&, we write $‘(n-) for the set of 
all q E S(‘)(K) such that 

H. q = v(H)q (H E a~). 

Lemma 4.3 [Harish-Chandra]. Suppose there exists vo E a& such that Xo E 
ii n s . Q satisfies 

[H, x0] = vo(H)Xo (H E aa). 
Then 

[ad H,D(Xo)] = vo(H)D(Xo) (H E a~). 
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fn particular 

~~ := D(xo) : S@)(n-) -+ Sfl,(n-) 
” (u E 4J. 

IfO#voE$,, then D(X0) is a derivation which acts in a nilpotent fashion on all 
of S b) (n-). In particular, in this case D( X0) has no eigenvalues different from 0. 

Proof. Fix H E a~. Since Do and d := ad H are both derivations of S(n), the 
same holds for [d, DO] = d o DO - DO o d. Put 

D := [d, Do] - vo(H)Do. 

Then D is also a derivation of S(n). We claim D = 0. In order to prove this, it 
would be enough to verify that DZ = 0, for Z E n-. Now 

DZ = [H,P-[Xo,Zll -P-1x0, [H,Zll - ~oW~-[Xo,4. 

Since p- commutes with ad H, we conclude that 

DZ = p-(ad H ad X0 - ad X0 ad H - vo(H)ad Xs)Z 

= p-(ad[H, X0] - vs(H)ad Xs)Z = 0. 

Now suppose q E S,?(n-) t then 

ad H(Doq) = [d, 0014 + Do& 

= Vo(H)Doq+v(H)Doq = (Y+vo)(H)Doq. 0 . 

Lemma 4.4 [Harish-Chandra]. Suppose s @ by. Then there exists a simple root 
a0 of (PO, Ao) such that s. no(oo) c n. 

Proof. For otherwise s . &-,(a) c m + n = p, for every simple root (Y of (PO, As). 
Hence, if ,f3 is any root of (PO, As), the restriction of s. j3 on a is > 0. Thus 
s . PO = (A4 n s . PO) N. Therefore A4 fl s . PO is a minimal parabolic subgroup of 
M. Hence we can choose t E bM such that M n s. PO = t. (M fl PO). Let k be a 
representative for t in K n M. Then M n x. PO = A4 n PO, where x = k-lx,. 
Therefore x . PO = (A4 n Po)N = PO. This proves that t-Is. PO = PO, and 
therefore t-*s = 1. But then s = t E by, a contradiction. 0 

Corollary 4.5. Ifs @ tzl~, then Homb:(E, MS*)) = 0. 

Proof. Since the character x is assumed to be regular, we have dx Ino(p) # 0, for 
all simple roots /?. Thus, in particular, with cq as in Lemma 4.4 

dx’ Is,no(ao~ # 0, that is, dx’(Xo) # 0, for some X0 E s. n,-,(ao). 

But now 
0 # VO := s&J E a;; and [H,Xol = vo(H)Xo (H E uo). 

According to Lemma 4.3, D(X0) acts as a nilpotent derivation in the S(‘)(n), 
for r E Z?O. In particular, D(X0) has no eigenvalues different from 0. So this 
means that 
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Homnns.nO(dx’, Scr)(n-)) = (0) (r E ZOO). q 

Proof of Harish-Chandra’s Theorem 4.1. Let C be the smallest closed set which 
is a union of double cosets I’XSNC, containing the support of T. Since T = 0 on 
PNs, the set C is disjoint from PNo. We wish to argue that C = 0. Otherwise we 
can find an s such that Px,No is open in C; s # IDM obviously. We can therefore 
find an open set X c G such that PXNo = X and X n C = px,No = 0. We have 
supp(T) c 0 and hence, by the corollary above, T = 0 on X. Thus supp(T) c 
C\px, NO, contradicting the minimality of C. In view of the Vanishing Theorem 
3.15 this implies T = 0. •I 

Application in Case (ii): Bruhat-Harish-Chandra theory of parabolically in- 
duced representations. In the representation theory of semisimple Lie groups a 
central question has always been the irreducibility of representations induced 
from a parabolic subgroup. This has been studied by many techniques but one 
of the first such results goes back to Bruhat [B] who reduced it to the compu- 
tation of the dimensions of certain spaces of invariant distributions. He was 
able to treat the case when the inducing subgroup was a minimal parabolic 
subgroup. Later on, with Harish-Chandra’s determination of the discrete series 
and his approach to the Plancherel formula, it became necessary to determine 
the irreducibility of representations induced from other parabolic subgroups. 
In [Ha3, 4411 he was able to treat the irreducibility of the unitary representa- 
tions induced from a cuspidal parabolic subgroup and discrete series repre- 
sentations. With wider applications in mind he was however after an irreduci- 
bility criterion where the inducing subgroup could be any parabolic subgroup. 
In an unpublished manuscript going back to the 1970’s, he took up Bruhat’s 
method and pushed it through in this general context for those inducing rep- 
resentations with ‘real’ infinitesimal characters, such as limits of discrete series. 
He mentioned this result to many people, including G. van Dijk [Ha6]. It is our 
intention here to present a brief treatment of Harish-Chandra’s theorem, as a 
consequence of the Vanishing Theorem 3.15. 

Before formulating and proving Harish-Chandra’s theorem we discuss 
briefly the general situation of inducing possibly infinite-dimensional repre- 
sentations of an arbitrary unimodular Lie group (cf. [B]). 

Let G be a unimodular Lie group. We fix a right (and left) Haar measure dx 

on G; thus, for 4 E C,(G) and g E G (cf. (3.8)) 

(4.3) l +(gx>dx = ,J $(xg)dx = ,s 4(x)dx. 

If P c G is a closed subgroup, we select a right Haar measure d,p on P, and we 
have similarly to (3.3) 

(4.4) Sp : P + R>o. 

Let xi be two continuous representations of G in FrCchet spaces Et, for i = 1,2. 
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A separately continuous bilinear form B : El x E2 + C is said to be a (rri,7r2)- 
intertwining form if 

(4.5) B 0 (~1 8 rz)(g) = B (g E G). 

We denote the linear space of these forms by I(ri, 7r2), and 

i(7ri, 7~) = dim I(rri, 7~) 

is said to be the intertwining number of ~1 and 7~. 
Let 7r be a continuous representation of G in a Frechet space E. We say that 

e E E is a differentiable vector in E if e E C”(G : E), where Z(x) = rr(x) e. We 
define E” c E to be the linear subspace of differentiable vectors in E. It is im- 
mediate that E” is r-invariant, and that, if g E G 

&je(x) = r(x)r(g)e = x(xg)e = (r(g)E)(x). 

Hence the mapping e H 2 : E” + C”(G : E) is (7r, r)-intertwining. We have the 
following properties: 

(i) E” is dense in E; 

(ii) E” is a closed subspace in the Frechet topology of C”(G : E), and 
therefore it inherits a topology from C”(G : E) that makes it into a Frechet 
space; 

(iii) Eoo = E”, that is, E” is differentiable. 

The restriction r” of 7r to E” is called the differentiable representation asso- 
ciated with rr. 

Suppose now that c is a differentiable representation of P in a Frechet space 
E. We define T’(E) as the linear space of all functions f E C” (G : E) satisfying 

(i) I(p-‘)f(x) = 6p(p)“2~(p)f(~), for all p E P and x E G; 
(ii) supp(f) is compact modulo P. 

We introduce x = IndFa, the representation of G induced by the representation 
u of P, by letting G act in D”(E) by right translation 

4g)f(x) = f(xg) (g, x E G, S E DO(E)). 

For every compact subset L c G we have the linear subspace D;(E) of func- 
tions in D”(E) with support contained in the set PL. We put on D:(E) the to- 
pology induced by C”(G : E), and then we equip DC(E) with the strict in- 
ductive limit topology of the topologies on the D:(E). This turns DD”(E) into an 
LF-space as E is a Frechet space. Moreover, rr is a differentiable representation 
of G in V(E). 

Similar to Lemma 3.5, and with a similar proof, we obtain the following 

Lemma 4.6. We have a surjective continuous linear mapping 

b : CT(G : E) + D)“(E) given by b = J S~(4)-“~~(4-‘)l(q-‘)d,q, 
P 

satisfying b o I(p) o r(g) = Sp(p)1’2x(g) o b o g(p-‘), forp E P, g E G. 
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Theorem 4.7. We set xi = Indgioj, for i = 1,2. There exists a linear isomorphism 
between the linear space I(rr, ~2) of (~1, x2)-intertwining forms, and the linear 
space V’(G : El $5 Ez)” x p2 of PI x P2-invariant El 6? Ez-distributions on G. 

Here the invariance in V’(G : El 8 E2) is by duality coming from the action of 
PI x P2 on V(G : El $3 E2) given by 

(~1~~2) .f = ~~(PI,P~)~~(PI) @fl2(p2)~(pl)r(p2)f, 

while the homomorphism 8 is defined by 

(4.6) %: (~13~2) ++ (~P,(P,)~P,(P~))-~‘~ : Pl x P2 --) R>o. 

Proof. Consider B E I(nr ,7r2). Then we obtain a separately continuous bilinear 
form 

(4.7) B# := Bo (bl 8 b2) : C;(G : El) x C,“(G : E2) -+ C. 

Because of Lemma 4.6 the mapping B H Bfl is injective and linear. We may 
therefore identify Bfi with an El 55 E2-distribution on G x G 

Tn E D’(G x G: El 63 E2). 

It is easy to check that the distribution Tg satisfies 

T’o~(~1,~2)or(g,g) 

= %(p;‘,p,‘)Tfl 0 (gl(~;~) w2(p,‘)) (pi E P, g E G). 

Next we observe that 1-1: (x, y) H (xy-‘, y) : G x G + G x G is a C” diffeo- 
morphism, and so we can introduce the push forward p* Tn. This is a distribu- 
tion on G x G which is right G-invariant with respect to the second variable. As 
in the proof of Lemma 3.6 we now find a unique distribution 

T E D’(G : El B E2), 

such that, for all $ E Cr (G x G : El Z3 E2) 

(4.8) (T, Ict’) = (II* T’, +) with $‘(x) = ,s @(xl g)& (x E G) 

We leave it to the reader to check that the map B H T is the isomorphism in 
question. 0 

Theorem 4.7 is also valid for a G that is not unimodular if we replace (4.6) by 

8: (~17~2) I-+ (ki(~1 P;‘>~P,(P~)~P~(P~))-“~ : PI x P2 + R>o. 

Study of (Mj’) @ (Ey BE;)’ 8 C’)(” x p2)s. Let us now return to the case when 
G is a connected semisimple Lie iroup with finite center. Our notation is as in 
the Whittaker theory, but now we consider two p-pairs (Pi, Ai) + (PO, Ao), with 
Pi = Milvi and pi = mi + nj = Omi + Ui + nj, where i = 1,2. We apply the re- 
sults of Section 3 with 

X = G, H = H’ = PI x P2, (Pl,P2) .x = Pl XPT’. 
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It follows from [B-T, 5.201 that the orbits for the Pi x Pz-action on G 
are of the form, with x, E G a representative of s E m(G/Ao) := 

~(~~/~o)\~(G/~o)/~(~~/~o) 

0, = PI x,P2 (s E ti(G/Ao)). 
We have 

(Pl x P2), = {rp := (P>S -1.p)IpEP1ns.P2}~Ps:=P1ns.P2, 

where the identification is via rp H p. We shall find it convenient to work with 
the differentiable representation go and the corresponding induced represen- 
tation. 

We have a natural action of (PI x P2), on MI’) which is induced by the action 
of PI x P2 on G, while (PI x Pz), acts on Ey 63 E! through ,9(0: @ a;), and on 
C, through xs as in formula (3.15). We shift 8 to the last factor, and make the 
identification 

(MI’) @ (Ey G @)‘@ C’)(‘l “2). N (M(r)‘@ (E’: G E;) @ Cs)‘(pl x pz), S S , 

where p E P, acts on Ey 63 Ei through c:(p) ~3 ~7!(s-l. p), and on C, through 

(eXS)(%). 
From the formulae (4.6) and (3.15) we obtain 

( 
‘12 

exsw = b s . fiP* 

bP,lls.P2 s. ~,,,,-I .P, > 
(P) (P E PS). 

To evaluate BxS is a matter of describing the quotients ni/(ni n s . n2) and 
nJ(n2 n s-l. ni) which is done using standard root space manipulations. Let 

*Pi =M1ns.P2, *Ml = Ml ns.M2, *N1 = Ml nS.N2, 
(4.9) 

1 
*pl = i tr(ad ISn,). 

Then *Pl is a parabolic subgroup of Mi with Levi decomposition *Mi*Ni, and 
the split component of *PI is given by *AI = Ai s . A2 c Ml, since s . A2 c A0 c 
MI. We introduce *P2 with similar properties, thus *P2 = M2 n s-l . PI, and 
*p2 = $tr(ad Ien,). Then 

(4.10) &(r,) = (bep,s. S*p2)1/2(a) = e(*P1fs’*pz)(‘osn) (u E Ao). 

Let C be the set of positive roots ,8 of (g, a~) and g+p the root space corre- 
sponding to ztp, and let Ci = {p E C 1 gp c pi} and _Er = {,0 E Ei ( ,0 lai # 0). 
The following lemma and its corollary are straightforward. 

Lemma 4.8. A transverse subspace of g with respect to T, 0, is given by 
s-1 - - .ni nn2 = c s-p 

BEs-‘.c;nE’ 2 

The action of (PI x Pz), on T, G is given by ^lp . X = Ad(s-’ . p) X, forp E PS and 
x E g. 
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Corollary 4.9. ^fn acts unipotently in M!) 
acting in MC) 

18 C,, for n E *N,. The weights of Ta 
8 C,, for a E Ao, are of the form 

($4 +...+pLr+*p, +S.*p*)(lWa) (pjEC;ns.q. 

Next we specify the representations aj of Pi that we consider. The Killing form 
is positive-definite on as, and using it we have the identifications a; N as and 
a;, N aoc. In the following we adopt the following convention. If II c a0 is a 
linear subspace, then linear functionals on b are always regarded as defined on 
ao, being 0 on b’. 
Consider representations ci of Pi = On/i Ai Ni, for i = 1,2, of the form 

oi = O,. @ &l)“zxi @ id 
I 

(Ai E af ) 
IC . 

We assume Oa, is unitary and Xi E a;; and further that Oa, is irreducible. The 
infinitesimal character of ‘a, is given by OAi E I):, where h is a Cartan sub- 
algebra of g extending as. Note that lj is a Cartan subalgebra of each of the re- 
ductive components mi = Omi + ai. Note that ‘lli is not uniquely determined, 
but it is unique up to operations from m(mic/h,). 

We make the assumption that ‘Ai is ‘real’ in the sense that (OAi, p) E R, for all 
roots ,B of (mic, h,). We define 

Ai = ‘Ai + (-l)‘/‘Xi. 

Harish-Chandra’s vanishing Theorem 4.10. Let the notation be as above. As- 
sume that (Xi, p) # 0, for all p E ZI, and 

(MC’)’ @ (EY B E;) @I csp x Q # (0). s 
Then 

s. @2,X2) = (al, -Xl) and r = 0. 

Proof. Select 

0 # T E (M(‘)’ @ (E; g EO,) @ CS)‘(” xpz)s. S 

Then there exists 21 E Ei such that T, # 0, where 

T, E @I(‘)’ @ Ey 8 CS)’ s with T,(u) = T(u @ u). 

Since T is invariant under (Pi x Pz),, the vector T, inherits transformation 
properties under this group. We will study the action of “ion on T,, for the choice 
aEs.Azc*A,, n E *N, (cf. (4.9)). Since the inducing representation 0; is 
trivial on N2, we have T,, . w = ~~(s-‘. n)v = V. Hence ^(n . T,(u) = 
T(y;’ . u @ w) = T(u 18 yn . ZI) = T,(u); and thus 7” . TV = T,, for n E *N,. Fur- 
thermore 7a . T,(u) = T(u 18 oi(s-’ . a)w) = e(iS.XZ)(loga)T(u @ w); hence 

(4.11) ^/an . T, = e (is’Xz)(loga)Tv (a E s. AZ, n E *N,). 
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According to the description in Corollary 4.9 of the action of s . Az*N,, we can 
find a filtration of s. Az*N,-modules 

M(‘)‘@C,=Li >&>“‘>&>&+i=(o), S 

such that *N, acts as the identity on the successive subquotients. Thus we can 
find an integer q such that T, E (4 @ E'$, while T, # (Lq+ 1 @ Ey)'. We set 

e @ tu = image of T, in (L4/L4+i 8 Ey)’ N t, E Ey'. 

The transformation properties of tu under the action of s. A2*N, now are: 
(i) *N, leaves t, invariant as it acts trivially both on T, and on C E L,/Lq+ 1. 

(ii) For a E s. AZ, the element ^la acts on tu with a weight of the form 

(4.12) e(is’x2 -p, - .“_/L, - *p, -s’*p2)(logn) (Pi E c; ns . q. 

Indeed, formula (4.11) gives the action on T,, and Corollary 4.9 gives it on JJ E 

L&,+1. 

(iii) t, is a smooth vector in Ey' (which is a differentiable representation, see 
beginning of Section 3). Since -_4i is the infinitesimal character of c$*, we have 

z. t, = -XA, WV (z E 8(W). 

We now recall the standard fact (cf. [V, Chapter 11.61) that for every z E 8(mi), 
there is an element zi =: Y~,/*~, (z) E 3(*m,) such that 

z = zi mod U(mi)*n, (here ’ denotes a suitable shift). 

Moreover we write 8, = im (rm,pm,) c .3(*m,). It is well-known that 8(mi) is 
a finitely generated module over 8i. Since *ni annihilates t,, we find 

z . t, = Zl . t,. 

But this implies t, = tl + . . . + tl, where the tj are nonzero generalized eigen- 
vectors for the action of s(*mi) associated with eigenhomomorphisms de- 
termined by elements uj E h:. Hence 

Uj E m(mi,/h,)-orbit of -Ai. 

We may assume that Ai is fixed such that vi = -AI. On the other hand, s . a2 is 
contained in the split component of *ml, and therefore s. a2 c B(*m,). In 
particular, this means that tl is a generalized eigenvector for s. a2 of weight 
vi - *pi IS.a2. But in formula (4.12) we computed already that s . a2 acts on tv, 

and therefore on tl, with weight 

is. X2 - pl - . . . - pr - *pl - s. *p2. 

Hence is. X2 - pl - . . . - pr - *pl - s. *p2 = -.A, - *pl on s. ~2, and it follows 
that 

(4.13) is. X2 = p1 + . . . +pr+s.*p2--A1 on s . a2. 

Equating imaginary parts we see 

Ai = -is.X2 on s . a2. 
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On the other hand, we are given that Al = iX1 on ~1, and Al is real-valued on 
the orthogonal complement af of al in a~. We extend X1 to Q, by making it 0 on 
a:. Then 

fll =iXl+n on a~, 

where A is real-valued everywhere on a~, and A # 0 only on af. Comparing the 
two expressions for A,, we obtain --s . X2 = X1 on s. a2. We have found 

if P=s-‘.& +X2, then p = 0 on a2. 

Now we repeat all the arguments above, with the roles of a: and ci inter- 
changed. Then s has to be replaced by s-l, and we get -8-l . XI = X2 on s-l . al. 
Thus p = 0 on S-I . al. Accordingly p = 0 on a2 + s-l . al. Because of the 
identifications discussed earlier p = 0 on ai n (s-l . al)‘. Therefore p = 0 on 
ao, that is 

s.X2 =-Xl on ao. 

We now use the regularity of the Xi, that is, (Xi, /3) # 0 iff p E _Ei. Hence 

Thus Ci = s . El. Therefore Cl is the set of roots that are nonvanishing on 
s . a2, thus al = s . a2. We have obtained s. (a2, X2) = (al, -Xl). Finally I = 0 
then follows by taking real parts in formula (4.13) and using that s . *p2 vanishes 
ons.a2. 0 

We now proceed to study equivalence and irreducibility of these induced 
representations. For this we shall pass from intertwining forms to intertwining 
operators. Let $ be the Hilbert space contragredient to 7~; the change from 7r2 
to 7r; means changing X2 to -X2. Then dimHomc(7r1,7r2) = i(~1, xi). On the 
other hand, we have i(nl,$) 5 i(Ind~,cT~,Ind$z~~*) since Indgiag is densely 
injected into xi = IndFi oi. Theorem 4.7 and the Vanishing Theorem 3.15 to- 
gether imply 

Equivalence. If HomG(rl, 7~) # 0, then i(~1,7ri) > 0 and so, for some s E 
6(G/Ao), we have s . (a2, X2) = (aI, Xl) from Theorem 4.10. Hence P1 and PZ 
must be associate. In other words, if PI and P2 are not associate, the induced 
representations are disjoint. It is a known result that the induced representa- 
tions are equivalent when PI and P2 are associate. 

Irreducibility. We take PI = P2 = P, q = 02 = a, ~1 = ~2 = r, etc. It is a 
question of showing that 

_ c dim(&) @ (E” g I?“)’ 8 C’)(” ‘)* < 1. s S - 
s~m(G/Ao),r~Zto 
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If for some s the term in the above sum is # 0, then by Theorem 4.10 we find 
r = 0 and s . (a, A) = (a, A). We have already that this implies s E m(M/Ao), 
i.e. s = 1. But in this case e*x,* = id and the contribution becomes 
5 dim( (0 8 u*)* @I id)(P “)I which is < 1 since g is irreducible. We have thus 
obtained the following: 

Harish-Chandra’s irreducibility Theorem 4.11. Let G be a connected semisimple 
real Lie group withfinite center, G = KAoNo an Zwasawa decomposition, with PO 
the corresponding minimal parabolic subgroup. Let (Pi, Ai) be two p-pairs with 

(PiTAi) * (Po,Ao), f or i = 1,2. Let Pi = OMi At Nt be the Langlands decomposi- 
tion of Pi, Oat an irreducible unitary representation of ‘Mi, and e(-‘)“2xi a unitary 

character of Ai. Assume that 
(a) ‘Ai, the parameter dejining the infinitesimal character of ‘ai, is real. 
(b) (Xi, p) # 0 for all roots /3 of (Pi, Ai). 

Let xi = Indgi ‘ai @ e(-1)“2x1 @ id. Then 
(i) ~1 and IQ are not disjoint only tfP1 and P2 are associate and X1 and X2 are 

conjugate within G. 
(ii) Zf PI = P2 = P, o1 = ~72 = o, ~1 = 7~ = 7r, X1 = X2 = X, then K is irre- 

ducible. 

Application in Case (iii): Bruhat theory of normally induced representations. As 
a last application of the Vanishing Theorem 3.15 we give a simple proof of the 
following: 

Bruhat’s irreducibility Theorem 4.12. Let oi, for i = 1,2, be two irreducible uni- 
tary Jinite-dimensional representations of a normal closed subgroup P of a Lie 
group G. Let rt = Ind,G gi. Then 7~ is irreducible if and only if o1 and a; : p H 
u1 (xpx-‘) are nonequivalent representations of Pfor every x E G not belonging to 
P. Furthermore ~1 and 772 are nonequivalent tf and only if UI and u; are non- 
equivalent for every x E G. 

Proof. In order to put the problem in the context of Case (iii) in Section 3, we 
set 

X = G, H=GxG, H’=PxP, (gl,g2)~x=glxg~1. 

Then 0 = X = G is the single H-orbit, which implies Mt) = (0), for every 
x E 0 and r E Z,O. Since P is normal in G we have x-‘Px = P, for every x E 0, _ 
and thus 

P x P), = {(PI x-‘px)EPxPlpEP}, 6 Ip = sp. 

From formula (4.6) modified according to the remark following Theorem 4.7, 
and (3.15) we therefore get (Oxx)(p,x -‘px) = 1, for all x E G and p E P. The 
argument now is similar to that in the case of parabolic induction. q and 7r2 are 
disjoint if and only if, for all x E G 

dim( (El @ Ei)’ @I C)(’ ’ ‘)I = (0). 
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In other words, no x E G should have fixed vectors for p H 01 (p) 8 c; (x-‘px). 

0 
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